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Exordium

T

he poor people belonging to backward minority communities need
empowerment. Going the entrepreneurial way is not a matter of choice for them
rather it is imperative. They need it to survive everyday and make ends meet.
NMDFC has been providing small leg up to them to dignify themselves and families
with their labour and enterprise.
NMDFC through its concessional financing schemes has been serving its target groups
dedicatedly for the last 25 years and striving very hard to ensure their upliftment and
empowerment socio-economically and educationally. During last four years and in
current financial year tremendous efforts have been made to increase the outreach
and providing wings to the dreams.
Sincere endeavours have been made to compile the real life Success Stories of
those who despite hailing from diverse conglomerate stood against all vagaries with
courage and became triumphant. These are not adventitious but their entrepreneurial
skills have been honed with financial supports – resulting into inspirational stories for
a lot more like them.
‘Sapno Ko Pankh’ includes the fortuitous stories of valiant and spirited ladies whose
doughty deeds will act as all-too-hopeful references for prospective beneficiaries.
Venturing of young students, both girls and boys, into distant foreign lands to pursue
their studies in advanced courses and accomplishments, I am confident, will definitely
rouse the readers. The exciting and magnificent success stories of craftpersons and
culinary experts of Hunar Haat covered in this collection are believed to be found
delectable.
NMDFC is prepared for every challenge, for intolerable stress ….. for anything but
success of its beneficiaries.

Stories that will inspire stories

(Md.Shahbaz Ali)
CMD, NMDFC
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SCHEMES
NMDFC’s Schemes are being Implemented through the State Channelising
Agencies (SCAs) nominated by the State Government /UT Administration.
Following Schemes are being implemented by the NMDFC.

CONCESSIONAL CREDIT SCHEMES
Term Loan Scheme :
This scheme is for individual beneficiaries and is implemented through the
SCAs. Under the Term Loan Scheme, projects costing up to Rs.30.00 Lakhs
are considered for financing. NMDFC provides loan to the extent of 90% of
the projects cost subject to a maximum of Rs.27.00 lakhs. The remaining cost
of project is met by the SCA and the beneficiary. However the beneficiary has
to contribute minimum of 5% of the project cost. The simple rate of interest of
6% p.a. under Credit Line-1 & upto 8% p.a. under Credit Line-2 is charged on
reducing balance method. Rebate of 2% is given to female beneficiaries under
Credit Line-2.
Micro Financing Scheme :
Under the Micro Financing Scheme, micro-credit is extended to the members
of the Self Help Groups (SHGs), especially the Minority women scattered in
remote villages and urban slums, who are not able to take advantage of the
formal banking credit. The scheme requires that the beneficiaries are organized
into Self Help Groups (SHGs) and get into the habit of thrift & credit, however
small. The scheme envisages micro-credit to the poorest among the poor
mainly through SCAs and also NGOs of proven tack-record and their network
of Self Help Groups (SHGs). It is a loan scheme with minimal documentation
which ensures quick delivery of loan at the door steps of the beneficiaries.
Under this scheme, small loans up to a maximum of Rs.1.50 lakhs per member
of SHG are provided through the network of SHGs. Interest @7% p.a. is
charged under Credit Line-1 & 10% p.a. under Credit Line-2 with 2% p.a.
rebate for females under Credit line-2. The maximum repayment period under
the scheme is 36 months.
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SCHEMES
Education Loan Scheme:
This scheme is also for individual beneficiaries and is implemented through the
SCAs. Educational loan is provided with an objective to facilitate job oriented
education for the eligible persons from targeted Minority communities. Under
this scheme, maximum loan of up to Rs.20.00 Lakhs is available at the rate
Rs.4.00 lakhs p.a. for ‘technical and professional courses of duration upto five
years. Further, for courses abroad, maximum loan amount of Rs.30.00 lakhs is
available @ Rs.6.00 lakhs per annum for course duration of maximum 5 years.
Rate of Interest is 3% p.a. under Credit Line-1 and 8% p.a. under Credit Line2 with 3% p.a. rebate for females under Credit Line-2. The loan is payable in
maximum five years after completion of the course.
Virasat Scheme:
This scheme aims to meet credit requirements of the Artisans, both in terms
of Working capital requirement & fixed capital requirement for purchase of
equipment/tools/machineries. Maximum loan of upto Rs.10.00 lacs can be
availed under the scheme at simple interest of 5% p.a. for Male Artisans and
with 1% concession for Female Artisans at simple interest of 4% p.a.

PROMOTIONAL SCHEMES
Mahila Samridhi Yojana :
It is a unique scheme linking micro-credit with the training to the women members
formed into SHGs, in the trades such as tailoring, cutting and embroidery, etc.
It is being implemented by NMDFC through the State Channelising Agencies
(SCAs) of NMDFC. Under the Mahila Samridhi Yojana, training is given to a
group of around 20 women in any suitable women friendly craft activity. The
Women are formed into Self Help Group (SHG) during the training itself and
after the training, micro-credit is provided to the members of the SHG, so
formed. The maximum duration of the training is of six months with maximum
training expenses of Rs.1,500 p.m. per trainee. During the training, stipend
of Rs.1,000 p.m. is also paid to the trainees. After the training, need based
micro credit subject to a maximum of Rs.1.00 lakh is made available to each
member of SHG, so formed, at an interest rate of 7% p.a.
12
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SCHEMES
Kaushal Se Kushalta Scheme :
The Kaushal Se Kushalta Scheme of NMDFC aims at imparting skills to
the targeted individual beneficiaries leading to self/wage employment. The
scheme is implemented through the State Channelising Agencies, which
organize need based skill development training in their States with the help of
agencies empaneled by NSDC/related Sector Skill Council/State Skill Mission/
Directorate of Technical Education. The SCAs are required to submit their
proposals to NMDFC in the prescribed formats for approval/release of funds.
Further, the SCAs who are already accredited with Directorate of Technical
Education / Statutory Bodies / Govt. Bodies can also organise skill development
training by themselves, in the trades approved by the body concerned and
rating norms would not apply to such SCAs.
Marketing Assistance Scheme:
The Marketing Assistance Scheme is meant for individual crafts-persons,
beneficiaries of NMDFC as well as SHGs and is implemented through the
SCAs. With a view to support the craft-persons to promote marketing & sale of
their products at remunerative prices, NMDFC assists the SCAs in organizing
State/District level exhibitions at selected locations. In these exhibitions, hand
loom/handicraft products of crafts-persons belonging to Minority communities
are exhibited and sold. Such exhibitions also serve the purpose of organizing
“buyer - seller meet”, which is considered very useful for product development
and market promotion, for domestic market as well as for exports.
Awareness Camps-cum-Loan Melas Scheme:
For creating awareness about schemes of NMDFC amongst the target groups,
SCAs organise Awareness camps-cum-Loan Melas in Minority Concentrated
areas/pockets especially in far flung rural areas. During such camps, the
participants are made aware about schemes of NMDFC and are helped to fill
up application forms. The filled up application forms are collected for further
scrutiny. Loan is distributed to beneficiaries selected earlier. Success stories
of beneficiaries is also shown to the participants to motivate them to avail
assistance under the schemes of NMDFC.

www.nmdfc.org
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Nurturing Entrepreneurship
&
Generating Employment

TERM LOAN
Waseem’s story reflects the
struggle of a middle class
youth and determination to be
victorious. A fitness freak right
from his childhood he left his
native place of Hawal, Srinagar
to turn his passion into
profession after completing
his studies of Class 12th. He
joined a known fitness club as
a trainer. However, his parents
sought him to be close to them
and thereby brought him back
to Hawal, - and with this came
challenges, that is, pursuit
of passion and earning of
livelihood. Thought of opening
a fitness club appeared a daunting task as this field was oversaturated and
space constraint a new challenge. Although Waseem had some good savings
but not enough to meet requirement of new venture. While hunting for suitable
place he was graced with twin successes - space of his own choice and low
interest rate credit scheme of NMDFC being implemented by JKEDI. He not
only availed Term Loan of Rs.7.00 lakh but also underwent entrepreneurship
development training for three weeks which enlightened him with nuances and
intricacies of business. Armed with these assistances and support he opened
Fitness Club with latest equipments in downtown of Srinagar. Waseem is
not only making people physically fit but his purse is also getting fatter with
monthly income of Rupees Fifty Thousand. Three youths of the locality got
employment too.
The inspiring words from Waseem are:

“If you believe in your ideas, take the risks. Don’t compromise
your vision – execute what you want to execute and trust your gut”.

16
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TERM LOAN
Manju Philip, a native of
Kasargod District of Kerala,
was just a matriculate but
connoisseur in the field
of garment designing and
stitching. She had an ardent
desire to open an apparel
shop in her hometown.
Her confidence to run the
project was on firm footing
but financial backing was
an arduous road block
leading to no royal road. The
passion brought this resolute
person to Awareness Camp
conducted by KSBCDC, a
State Channelising Agency of NMDFC, to propagate loaning schemes of
Apex Corporation. And the success was within reach – she applied for selfemployment loan under the Term Loan Scheme with a detailed project report
and KSBCDC sanctioned an amount of Rs.18.60 Lakhs.
Alona Apparels – the product of NMDFC Term Loan Scheme, is now a name
to be reckoned with in the Kasargod District – huge success of touching a
sale figure of Rs.10 Lakhs in first five months. This manufacturing and selling
unit has provided employment to six persons. Manju has been consistently
registering monthly income of Rs.2.00 Lakhs and after meeting out business
related expenses, she has been saving Rs.30,000/- per month. This Christian
female with four other family members expresses thanks for this anchoring role
of NMDFC in adding glitter to their hope and improving the socio-economic
status.

www.nmdfc.org
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TERM LOAN
It is never too late to start up
a new. Jasvir Kaur worked as
helper in a general store for
Rs.6500/- a month to support
her family of 4 members.
Obviously, going was tough,
and she constantly strived
of increasing her income
by having her own store.
One fine day, she came
across a well-wisher who
gave her information about
concessional credit scheme
of NMDFC being implemented
by BACKFINCO in Punjab.
To start a general store of
her own, she applied for loan at local office of BACKFINCO and got loan of
Rs.95,000. She utilized the loan as working capital to buy various grocery
items for her shop. She worked wholeheartedly and soon her business started
reaping benefits. Now, as owner of the shop, her monthly earnings have
increased to Rs.15,000/-. She has also employed a worker to run errand for
her. For the improved life and income, she thanks BACKFINCO and NMDFC
for the timely assistance.

“All our dreams can come true,
if we have the courage to pursue them.”

18
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TERM LOAN
Kalu Ram Jain of Bhilwara,
Rajasthan ran a very small
textile business. Though his
enterprise was not doing well,
he had learnt the ropes of the
trade. He knew he could do
much better if a substantial
investment was made into
his business. Private lenders
and banks didn’t seem viable
options due to their attitude
and high interest rates. He
learnt from his relative about
concessional credit schemes
of NMDFC being implemented
through
RMFDCC
in
Rajasthan. Kalu Ram approached the local office of RMFDCC in Bhilwara and
sanction of loan of Rs.4.00 lacs brought requisite impetus to his business. His
hard work paid off and his business grew, increasing his returns handsomely.
He has employed a team of 2 salesmen to assist him in his shop. A confident
Kalu Ram Jain has found a friend and mentor in NMDFC whom he is grateful
for the turnaround in his business. Now his business store stands out as an
ideal inspiring story for family and friends.

“Enterprising people make an enterprise of their own.”

www.nmdfc.org
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TERM LOAN
If you want to make your mark,
Age is no bar. J. Jaymilla
has exemplified this adage
effectively. The middle-aged
woman in her late 40s from
Sivashakti Nagar in Tiruppur
district of Tamil Nadu used to
manage a meagrely monthly
income of Rs.3000/- until her
close confident encouraged
her to open a grocery shop.
She liked the idea, but did
not have the money. Then
she came to learn from a
friend about concessional
credit scheme of NMDFC and
applied for a loan with TAMCO. Her application was considered favorably and
she got the loan of Rs.1.90 lakhs resulting into establishment of shop with
articles to sell. Jaymilla dedicated all her energy and effort in the business.
Soon the venture started to flourish and her net income rose up by four folds
to Rs.12,000 per month. She has employed two persons to assist her.
Assistance from NMDFC improved Jaymilla’s condition by leaps and bounds.
She utters that it is difficult to imagine her financial plight in the absence
of NMDFC’s timely support and therefore profusely thank the Corporation.
Jaymilla’s story proves:

“You are never too old to set a bigger goal”

20
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TERM LOAN
Nayeem Ahmed used to work
as a salesman in a Cement
Store in Haridwar and with
meagre salary found it difficult
to support his family. With an
aim of improving his social
and economic status, Nayeem
wanted to start business in
his hometown of Salempur,
Rajputana
of
Roorkee
district of Uttrakhand. With
limited resources, he found
it extremely difficult to raise
bank loan. He had lost all
hopes till he came across
a customer who informed
him about the concessional credit schemes of NMDFC being implemented
through Uttrakhand Minorities & Wakf Development Corporation (UMWDC) in
Uttrakhand. He approached the local office of UMWDC and his prior experience
helped him to fetch loan of Rs.2.50 lacs under Term Loan scheme of NMDFC.
Nayeem utilized loan to successfully set up his cement business and employs
two persons to assist him. Combined with his determination and the will to
succeed, his monthly income has increased to Rs.25,000/- after taking care of
all expenses. While expressing gratitude to NMDFC, Nayeem is quite hopeful
of a bright future ahead.

“Hard work and determination are the key ingredients to success.”

www.nmdfc.org
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EDUCATION LOAN
The future of our Country
is in Classrooms

EDUCATION LOAN
Harbouring the dream to be a
doctor, Umar Nissar Teli from
strife-torn District of Budgam
in the State of Jammu &
Kashmir continued his studies
despite the odds of limited
resources; his father being a
carpenter. Being a father of a
very bright and studious child,
Nissar Ahmad made an all out
efforts to secure bank loan
to finance studies of his son
in Eastern Medical College
&
Hospital,
Bangladesh.
Umar started feeling jittery
– his dream may get jinxed.
Absolutely heart-broken but not the courage, turning pages after pages of
the newspapers; his eyes suddenly stuck to advertisement of JKSFC (J&K
State Finance Corporation) about loaning scheme. JKSFC is implementing
schemes of NMDFC as its State Channelizing Agency in the State of J&K. Teli
approached local office of JKSFC and obtained Education Loan for an amount
of Rs.10.00 lakhs without any hassle. Now he is living to his dream everyday
and is currently pursuing MBBS Degree course as 3rd year student.
Umar exclaims:

NMDFC is a boon companion huddling the needy with
open arms and extending support graciously.
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EDUCATION LOAN
Shaikh
Shakeer
from
Bengaluru has always had the
spark in his eye, and an urge
in his heart to thrive big in life.
Since his higher education
days, Shakeer had a knack of
coming out with flying colours
in his examinations. After
scoring well in 12th Board
Exams, Shakeer wanted to
pursue studies abroad and
become a doctor.
Shakeer, despite knowing the
financial conditions of the
family, gathered courage to
share his dream with his parents in whom he found unflappable support. A
motivated young Shakeer started researching option of foreign universities
and secured admission in Hust Huazhong University of Science & Technology,
China. But another search for financing the studies was not yielding positive
results. Meanwhile he came to know about Education Loan Scheme of NMDFC
being implemented by its SCA namely, Karnataka Minorities Development
Corporation (KMDC). Thus, the hurdle was removed with sanctioning of loan
of requisite amount permissible under scheme.
Shakeer is grateful to KMDC and NMDFC for understanding his aim and
helping him get the required loan. He is proud and thankful to NMDFC for
the trust placed on him. He says, it was a great experience interacting for
assistance with KMDC and he would confidently recommend it to all other
keen students who wish to sincerely pursue their dreams.

www.nmdfc.org
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EDUCATION LOAN
Fighting with tough life in terrain
of Sirmour, Himachal Pradesh
coupled with poverty and
financial distress of family, has
never been a deterring factor
for Shabana Azmi forcing her
to change her modest thinking
to pursue course of Nursing
and serve the mankind. The
poor family, unable to fend the
fee for her further education,
got Shabana married after
completion of 12th class.
However, her husband easily
understood her passionate
desire and stood as firm
supporter. Shabana got admission in diploma course in Nursing at Lal Bahadur
Shastri College, Yamuna Nagar, Haryana. But to muster finances remained a
challenge – Bank loan inaccessible due to poor financial conditions. Luckily,
when the couple was running around to arrange money to pay off the fees, they
came to know about awareness camp in Sirmour. The constricted faces turned
into broad smiling ones – NMDFC scheme of Education Loan, the Saviour! The
financial assistance of more than Rs.3.50 Lacs received through HPMFDC, the
SCA in H.P., helped in completing her course in smooth and unstinted manner.
Shabana is now not only fulfilling her long cherished eager to serve human
beings but also helping to ameliorate the economical conditions of her family
through earnings from private hospital where she is working.
Shabana’s profuse thanks and expression of deep gratitude to NMDFC for the
assistance rendered bode well that

“A kind gesture can improve the situation of any person,
you only need a compassion to make a change.”

26
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EDUCATION LOAN
The
success
story
of
Muhammad Adil P.K. proves
that “setting goals is the first
step in turning the impossible
into possible”. Coming from
a modest background and
a native of small village of
Kozhikode District of Kerala,
Adil has been a thorough
learner and go getter from
his childhood days. Being
an erudite student and
impressively scoring in higher
secondary
Board
exam,
he was fostering dream to
become a medical doctor and
serve the countrymen including his villagers. He got selected under merit to be
a student of medicine in State Medical University – Ukraine. Obtaining loan was
the only option available to him to chase his dreams. The high rate of interest
charged on bank loans was like shattering his dreams. However, a friend of
Adil made him known about schemes of NMDFC which provides education
loan for pursuing courses in the country as well as abroad. And KSBCDC is
the channelizing agency of NMDFC. Adil and his family approached Kozhikode
District Office of KSBCDC and after completing all requisite formalities, the
sanctioning of loan for an amount of Rs.15 lakhs brought broad smile on the
foreheads of each of the family member.

NMDFC believes – you set goal and we provide wherewithal

www.nmdfc.org
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EDUCATION LOAN
Manoj
Mugdum
comes
from a humble Jain Family
and resides in Chawl in
Chinchpokhli area of Mumbai.
From his childhood, Manoj
had a passion of becoming
a dentist. He somehow
managed to clear 1st year of
B.D.S. studies with support
of his father, but pursuing
further studies was becoming
difficult with meager income
of his father. When things
looked very bleak, Manoj
fortunately stumbled across
advertisement
issued
by
MAAAVM about Education Loan scheme of NMDFC. With Education loan of
Rs.2.00 lacs sanctioned by Mumbai Office of MAAAVM, he could complete his
studies from Dr. D.Y. Patil Dental College and Hospital, Pune (Maharashtra).
“Smile Dental Clinic” opened in Chinchpokhli itself by him, after obtaining
degree of B.D.S., has brought sparking smile on the faces of family and Chawl
fraternity. In short span of time his income not only increased considerably but
he employed two youths also as his assistants. Manoj and his family stands
thankful to NMDFC for the timely financial assistance.
In fact, Manoj gratefully accepts that with the financial support of NMDFC, his
endeavors have concretized and his tomorrows becoming better, overnight.
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EDUCATION LOAN
Professing Buddhism the
small family of Sh. Vidha Ram,
working as Assistant in Govt.
of Rajasthan, has been pulling
on with two daughters who
were very bright in studies.
Priyanka Kumari, one of the
two daughters, secured 84%
in higher secondary board
exam in the science stream.
This bolstered her simmering
crave to become an engineer.
On the basis of merit, she got
admission in Govt. Women’s
Engineering College, Ajmer.
Hailing from Sri Ganganagar
and pursuing studies in Ajmer appeared to be challenge more in terms of
financial assistance than radial distance. Undettered Priyanka started looking
for options to jump over the barrier. A colleague of her father told him about
loaning schemes of NMDFC being implemented by RMFDCC in the State
of Rajasthan. Sanctioning of Education Loan of Rs.4,00,000/- removed the
financial obstacle and paved the way for smooth traverse to the destination
of being an engineer. Relieved from the worries, Priyanka alongwith her family
members expresses deep gratitude to NMDFC and RMFDCC.
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MICRO FINANCING
Widening Inclusion

MICRO FINANCING
The combination of Mahila
Samridhi Yojana (MSY) and
Micro Financing Scheme
(MFS) of NMDFC evinces the
success story of Satiya Women
Self Help Group (SHG). Ms.
Kuldeep Kaur, living in Jardyal
area of Jammu City with gut
feeling that success is what
you inspire others to do, came
into contact with 20 other
women in the neighborhood
who were desperately yearning
for some income generating
skill training. J &K Women
Development
Corporation,
the State Channelising Agency of NMDFC appeared as savior to them - this
SCA has been implementing Mahila Samridhi Yojana of NMDFC under which
women are provided training in women friendly trades and thereafter micro
credit is infused to SHG formed during the course of training. Bearing the cost
of training including training material and top of that stipend for six months
was an added boon for these unemployed women. These women underwent
training of making jute bags and hemmed themselves into SHG - Satiya Women
SHG, availing micro credit of Rs.2.00 lakhs. The group has secured orders of
Prasad bags from Sri Mata Vaishno Devi Shrine Board and is regular supplier
of this item to the Board. The SHG also makes fancy jute bags and sell them
in local market. Satiya Group, apart from having steady income, is a source of
inspiration for womenfolk of its locale.
Thus

MSY + MFS = Success Story

32
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MICRO FINANCING
Jumping into Real Estate
Business and performing
as Real Estate Agency by
group of women from humble
background
may
sound
as
unthinkable
situation.
But 50 women members,
coming from five Self Help
Groups(SHGs) in Kerala, to
prove their mettle took up
this glorified role. And to
enable them to tread the path
smoothly, roadblocks in terms
of finances have been removed
by NMDFC in association with
State channel partner namely
Kerala State Women’s Development Corporation. These SHGs of women
have been financed an amount of Rs.47.50 lakhs under Micro credit scheme
of NMDFC. With resources at their back, 50 women took up the project of
constructing 650 flats in Perinthamanne town of Kerala and fulfill the dreams
of 650 homeless Scheduled Caste families to have their own residential home.
The entire multistoried complex being built by five SHGs groups of women is
part of PMAY and MGNAREGA Scheme. While supervising the construction
work these women SHGs members have created employment for 300 men
and women to execute and compete the project by December, 2019.
These women folk not only brought paradigm shift and change in the
construction sector but proved that this work has no gender bias – the barriers
have been broken and new horizon arisen for spreading the wings. Remarkably
unparalleled feat, this success story truly proves that schemes of NMDFC are
there to provide wings to dreams – an exemplary to inspire others to do so.
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MICRO FINANCING
A group of likeminded
enterprising ladies having
skills of cutting, tailoring
and fine hand embroidery
works from semi urban set
up of districts of Nuh, Mewat,
stitched themselves together
resulting into Sonu Self Help
Group. Eleven in number,
these women pooling their
small savings were able to
buy two sewing machines and
some raw material. However,
this thrift habit of them could
not garner enough resources
for them to buy sufficient
raw materials and produce
finished goods to such an extent which could cater to supply needs of the
market. Thus the “hunar” has whetted hunt for wherewithals.
Dame luck could not baffle them for long --the fateful day ….. they can’t
forget when CMD NMDFC with his entourage visited this SHG as part of his
visit of Aspirational District. While appreciating unique works the group was
producing, he enquired about their needs. And expression on their faces –
as if daffodils bloomed in spring. The official of Mewat Development Agency
(MDA), the State Channelising Agency in Haryana were advised to provide
funds under Micro Financing Scheme of NMDFC. The loan of Rs.5.00 lakhs
from Apex Corporation smoothed the path – the folk now has sufficient
raw materials, hands full of not only orders but income too. The beautiful
embroidered products are in great demand. The income is generating greater
attention towards education of their wards and acting as glue to embedding
bond amongst group women. This Success Story of the SHG spread like flame
in the forest in Nooh town and women in the neighborhood started coming out
of their dwellings to emulate and succeed.
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MICRO FINANCING
The
success
story
of
Kootayama Self Help Group
(SHG), Kerala is a story of 12
venturesome and committed
fishermen who came together
to execute an ambitious
project of having their own
fish cold storage. This male
SHG with an ingenious leader
namely Shri Khaleel started the
practice of thrift and amassed
a sizeable amount to pursue
the goal. NMDFC’s micro
credit scheme became handy
rudder for smooth sailing of
the boat – MATSYAFED, the
State Channelising Agency of NMDFC in the State of Kerala extended loan
assistance to this group for an amount of Rs.2.00 lakhs. The members remit
Rs.100/- every week and this amount is never withdrawn rather the funds
generated through such collection are used for internal lending to the tune of
Rs.50,000/- among the members at very low interest rate for fish marketing.
This group does not depend on bank/other financial institutions for taking
loan due to very high rate of interest. Annual turnover of Rs.72.00 lakhs and
annual income of group members of Rs.90,000/- may be easily termed as
phenomenal feat. The group, while acknowledging the financial assistance of
NMDFC which helped in transforming it into a micro enterprise having its own
fish cold storage, profusely thank the Apex Corporation.
The success story of this male SHG is an appropriate embodiment of the
saying :-

“Teach a Man to Fish and you feed him for a lifetime”
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MICRO FINANCING
Hailing
from
village
conglomerate of Howrah,
Shakila Bibi with her husband
was not a very acclaimed
professional
who
was
making laddoos and selling
them locally. This dwindling
business, with decreasing
demand was fetching income
just enough to cope up with
daily needs. But Bibi has a
very well trenched knack of
organizing group of women
into homogeneous workforce
and optimize the result. Firmly
believing that ‘sometimes you
just have to take a leap and build your wings’ Shakila formed a Self Help
Group (SHG) accosting thirteen women from the same living cluster and
named it Saheb Swanirbhar SHG. This group has the task cut out of setting up
a bakery and make decision of Shakia’s husband a reality. Like any other such
group in its nascent and postnatal phase, Swanirbhar SHG has the similar
problem of resources. But with her zeal to make the women self-dependent,
this determined leader started exploring the options – she came to know
about Micro Financing Scheme of NMDFC which is being implemented by
WBMDFC. The SHG got financial help of Rs.2.00 lakhs and thirty four thousand
and this loan brightened their future and brought smile on their faces. The
group organized so well and labour distribution is such that ladies work in
the bakery in the night and prepare bread, biscuits etc. whereas three males
employed by them, take these items to the shops and the hawkers in the
morning. Bakery, now popularly known as Swanirbhar Bakery, has fast pacing
business through which members earn about Rs.1000/- a day. The leader and
self- dependent women of Swanirbhar SHG compliments that Micro Finance
Scheme of NMDFC is “true companion to turn their dreams into reality”
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ARTISANS &
CULINARY EXPERTS
Strengthening Skills

ARTISANS & CULINARY EXPERTS
Sand dunes can be source of
inspiration for poor wandering
lad of desert stimulating the
artistic talent possessed by
him! YES this is how the story
of grown up Abdul Rahman,
stone
studded
Jewellery
artisan hailing from small
desert town of Mukundgarh in
Rajasthan, begins. Chiseling
and threading the stones
together by using his exquisite
skills Rahman was getting a
very paltry return from local
outlets. Hunar Haat is the
platform which provides a
solid market to such unrecognized artisans and artistic skills. Abdul came
to know about Hunar Haat through his friend and his luck also remained
stitched with him – he got selection call for participation in Hunar Haat at India
International Trade Fair. With his joys having no bounds he participated in the
event and Rahman not only made business beyond his expectations – Rs.2.25
lakhs, apart from earning profit to the tune of Rs.90,000/- he secured orders
worth Rs.1.00 lakh. The interactions with the visitors during Hunar Haat also
helped him in giving new dimension to his artistic skills and craft products. His
success story in his own words:
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Participating in an international
event for Lila Kemp, a North
eastern artisan belonging to
Christian community, living in
two rooms shack in hamlet
of Dimapur, was like a dream
coming true. Struggling with
the constraint of space – living
as well as producing beautiful
dry flowers and traditional
textiles,
Lila
faced
the
biggest challenge of selling
her products – local market
not enough to consume and
remunerate. She considers
her selection for Hunar Haat in
IITF 2018 as God sent boon. Dry flower twigs crafted and produced by Lila
found rarest appreciations and roaring business and satisfaction. Ms. Kemp
registered income of more than Rs.2.00 lakhs which helped her in making
addition of two rooms to her existing dwelling. She also developed contacts
and prospective buyers. Now she has space to reside comfortably and produce
freely with known buyers and wherewithals.
Leaping out of languish, Lila expresses her profound gratitude for her
participation in Hunar Haat - which provided her much needed platform …….
now she is beaming with confidence.

“The optimist sees opportunity in every difficulty”

www.nmdfc.org
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Abhinit epitomizes an example
of absolute success story of
a young entrepreneur whose
heart brimming with eager and
energy and ready to jump into
the genre of start up. Single
bread earner for his family,
laden with worries of remitting
college fees for his younger
sister, Abhinit, desperately
looking for opportunity and
toggling the keys of mobile,
his finger stucks – on the
screen appears advertisement
of Hunar Haat at Allahabad.
Initially taken aback a bit,
thinking that this being a
Govt. Programme, must have
exorbitant participation fee. However, gathering courage, with another thought
that the Govt. of India has been doing a lot for the promotion of minority
communities, he checked up from concerned executive – felt completely
relieved, as if he has crossed the first barrier – the participation is not only
free of cost but Govt. pays TA/DA too. Lady luck further smiled and Abhinit
with his small team set up his Punjab food stall in Hunar Haat at Allahabad.
The Punjabi Rasoi and items prepared by him were hit during the event and
cuisine connoisseurs of the town admired and appreciated his culinary skills.
With a sizeable income and profits Abhinit was able to utilize it properly for
making payment of college fee of his sister, treatment of his mother and also
for expanding his business. Now Abhinit is well settled with a monthly income
of Rs.25000/- and has seven helpers at his command – a true entrepreneur
who made best use of Hunar Haat platform to unshackle the clutches of
poverty and become employer. He describes participation in Hunar Haat as
completely “life changing moment” and further says

“And after attending Hunar Haat I also changed my strategy for my small
business and I found that strategy working. I really want to say thanks to
the Team Hunar Haat. They gave me a life changing chance to prove my
ability over my disability”.
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Tejas Gandhi, a smile cladded
simpleton from Rajkot, Gujarat
perfected his skills of making
ice creams of natural flavours.
Tejas, a Jain entrepreneur,
however, was looking for
opportunity to expand his
business and appreciation
for his perfection. He cannot
forget that fateful day of
November, 2018 when he
saw an advertisement in
a local newspaper about
holding of Hunar Haat at Baba
Kharak Singh (BKS) Marg,
New Delhi. Although it being
an undaunting task and challenge to bring “Zero Degree” Ice Cream all the
way from Rajkot to Delhi; the conviction of this upcoming entrepreneur beat
all inhibitions and apprehensions to embark on the journey. And neither the
ice cream nor his luck melted down – he got selected to be a participant in
Hunar Haat at BKS Marg, New Delhi. The prevailing winter season in Delhi
was creating negative vibes but the overwhelming response to his product
proved his worries untenable and ephemeral. He not only went back utterly
satisfied but with the brisk business of more than a lakh of rupees he did
during Hunar Haat; Tejas, using his entrepreneurial abilities,was able to open
branches in few cities outside Rajkot. He also secured moral boosting orders
for kitty parties and birthday bashes at Delhi. Not only that his daughter who
had daunting spirit of pursuing her studies in Science stream due to financial
crunch, also got a fillip and now she is kicking her heels.

“Storms make the Oak grow deeper root”

www.nmdfc.org
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Narrow bylane leading to a
kuccha house with no proper
electricity connection but
handlooms and four helpers
describes the beginning of
story of Rafiq Ansari – an
expert weaver of tussar silk
sarees and dress materials
hailing from remote village of
Sahebganj, Jharkhand. The
local market was neither a
potential source to cater to
the products skillfully crafted
by him nor equitable return
suiting to his hunar. Sharing
his worries, one of the relatives
of Rafiq informed him about Hunar Haat to be held at Mumbai and persuaded
him to apply. Selection message on his mobile whatsapp filled him with joy
as well as apprehension – apprehension because for the first time he will be
going out of his village and that too to Mumbai. The dazzle of Hunar Haat
and appreciation of his dandy products instilled confidence in him. Ansari
registered sales of more than Rs.5.50 lakhs in this nine days event with a
profit margin of Rs.1.50 lakh. Back home he purchased a piece of land and
also converted the dwelling into a pucca hosue. Presently he is master of 12
persons working with him. He established market linkages with buyers from
Maharashtra and has been regularly receiving orders from them. Hunar Haat
– the bridge connecting remote village to financial capital of India – has been
empowering the poor, creating employment and producing excellent success
stories.
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‘Small
opportunities
are
often the beginning of great
enterprises’ – the success
story of Shujaat Khan perfectly
and typically characterizes
this saying. Hailing from a very
small qasba of Maharashtra,
the young lad with dreams
in his eyes to have proper
earning sources, Khan landed
at Indore. He learnt the art of
Batik and Block print and this
young lad was now cladded
with this rich art of country’s
traditional trove. But that was
not the end of his struggle –
although he has knowledge about production but market to sell them was
an intriguing task. Undaunted Shujaat first attended Hunar Haat as helper
with one of the participants from Madhya Pradesh. His selling skill got honed
and his confidence emboldened. And then heavenly bliss – Khan selected for
participation in the event of Hunar Haat at Mumbai, 2018. With great feeling
of going to Capital City of the State and with all his cherished memories of
childhood, Shujaat embarked on his trip to Mumbai. He made a very hefty and
brisk business crossing the marks of Rs.8.00 lakhs and boisterous booking
orders. Shujaat also got advice and inputs from designers during the course
of event and he designed as well as developed new blocks so as to compete
in the race of current fashion and market trends. His own honest confession:

ßeq>s jk"Vªh; vYila[;d fuxe }kjk vk;ksftr gquj gkV dk fgLlk cuus dk ekSdk feykA
vkt eq>s bl ckr fd [kq'kh gS fd tgka esa [kqn ds fy, jkstxkj ryk'k jgk Fkk
ogha vc 12 vU; yksxksa dks jkstxkj ns ik jgk gw¡AÞ
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